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Combining anticoagulation and antiplatelet
drugs in coronary artery disease
Jyotsna Janardan
General physician

SUMMARY
Most patients with stable coronary disease are managed with a single antiplatelet drug. For those
who require anticoagulation, an antiplatelet drug may not be required.
Antiplatelet therapy for patients who have an acute coronary syndrome helps to prevent future
cardiovascular events. This benefit can be increased by using two antiplatelet drugs.
The choice of drug is determined for each individual patient. Factors to consider include whether
the patient had a stent inserted, the risk of bleeding and whether they have another indication
for anticoagulation.
For patients without a stent, aspirin can be combined with a P2Y12 antagonist for up to 12 months.
Only one antiplatelet drug is recommended if the patient also needs long-term anticoagulation.
Following stent insertion, patients with an indication for anticoagulation have been treated with
two antiplatelet drugs and an anticoagulant. Recent research suggests that selected patients may
be managed with one antiplatelet drug and an anticoagulant. After 12 months it may be possible
to manage the patients with an anticoagulant alone.

Introduction
Antiplatelet drugs play an important role in the
secondary prevention of atherosclerotic coronary
disease. They reduce the relative risk of subsequent
vascular events (non-fatal myocardial infarction, nonfatal stroke and vascular death) by approximately
20%.1 In patients with acute coronary syndromes,
with or without percutaneous intervention, adding a
second antiplatelet drug further reduces ischaemic
events, albeit with a small increased risk of bleeding.2
Often aspirin is used in combination with an
antagonist of the P2Y12 receptor, such as clopidogrel
(see Fig. 1).
A significant proportion of patients with coronary
artery disease have other conditions that require
oral anticoagulants. These include atrial fibrillation,
left ventricular thrombus or aneurysm, prosthetic
heart valve, and venous thromboembolism. While
there is evidence that oral anticoagulants reduce
ischaemic events in patients with coronary artery
disease, they are not used as sole therapy in
patients with acute coronary syndromes. Following
percutaneous coronary interventions, antiplatelet
drugs are required to prevent in-stent thrombosis.
In-stent thrombosis has a mortality of 50–70%,3 so
the use of one or two antiplatelet drugs together
with an anticoagulant is often required. However,
such combinations increase the risk of bleeding.
Overall, treatment must be individualised with a
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careful assessment of the risks of thrombosis and
bleeding to find the optimal balance between harm
and benefit.

Risk assessment
There are a number of scoring systems that predict the
risk of further coronary events after acute coronary
syndrome, including the GRACE and TIMI scores.4
There are also scoring systems that predict stroke
in patients with atrial fibrillation, the commonest of
which is the CHA2DS2Vasc score (Table 1).5
The assessment of bleeding risk is more difficult. The
HAS‑BLED score5 (Table 2) is a commonly used bleeding
risk score which includes risk factors for bleeding during
warfarin therapy. It is not validated for patients receiving
other oral anticoagulants. The HAS‑BLED score’s
greatest use is in identifying modifiable risk factors for
bleeding that may be improved, rather than identifying
patients who should not be anticoagulated. Additional
scores are in development – the GARFIELD‑AF score6
gives one-year rates of death, stroke and bleeding
in atrial fibrillation and, while very promising, it does
require further validation.

Anticoagulation in acute coronary
syndrome without percutaneous
coronary intervention
After an acute coronary syndrome, patients remain
at risk for recurrent cardiovascular events despite
standard medical therapy. This risk may be related
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Fig. 1 Treatment pathways after acute coronary syndrome
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Table 1 CHA2DS2Vasc score
Criteria
Congestive heart failure

1

Hypertension

1

Age ≥75 years

2

Diabetes mellitus

1

Stroke/transient ischaemic attack/thromboembolism

2

Vascular disease (previous myocardial infarction, peripheral artery
disease or aortic plaque)

1

Age 65–74 years

1

Sex female

1

>1 = high risk

to an excess of thrombin production that persists
beyond the acute presentation.7 All patients require
antiplatelet drugs, but the regimen is influenced by
any need for anticoagulation.

Patients without a pre-existing indication
for anticoagulation
The results of several studies indicate that therapeutic
anticoagulation using oral anticoagulants is not
routinely recommended for patients with acute
coronary syndromes who do not have another
indication for anticoagulant therapy.

112

Anticoagulant plus one
or two antiplatelet drugs
according to risk

Table 2 HAS-BLED score
Score (maximum 9)

Total score calculates risk of stroke
0 = low risk
1 = moderate risk

Yes
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Criteria

Score

Hypertension (systolic blood pressure
>160 mmHg)

1

Abnormal liver or renal function (1 point each)

1

Stroke

1

Bleeding history

1

Labile INRs

1

Elderly (age >65 years)

1

Drugs/alcohol that promote bleeding
(1 point each)

1

A score of 3 or more indicates an increased one-year
bleed risk on anticoagulation sufficient to justify
caution or more regular review.

Multiple randomised studies have assessed the
outcomes of warfarin and aspirin versus aspirin alone
in acute coronary syndromes. A meta-analysis of
25 307 patients showed that in studies of warfarin
with a target INR of 2–3, the addition of aspirin was
associated with a significant reduction of major
adverse events (all-cause death, non-fatal myocardial
infarction, and non-fatal thromboembolic stroke) but
with an increased risk of major bleeding.8 When all
trials, irrespective of INR control, were included there
was no reduction in cardiac events, but there was a
significant increase in major bleeding. Widespread use
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of long-term warfarin in these patients is therefore
not recommended.

Patients with a pre-existing indication
for anticoagulation

More recent trials have studied a possible role for
the newer oral anticoagulants. Rivaroxaban9 and
apixaban10 have both been studied in patients with
recent acute coronary syndrome. The doses of
rivaroxaban studied were low (2.5 mg twice daily
and 5 mg twice daily) and these doses are not
currently available in Australia. In combination with
aspirin and another antiplatelet drug, the low doses
of rivaroxaban reduced the composite of death from
cardiovascular causes, myocardial infarction, or
stroke compared to placebo. There was an increase
in intracranial haemorrhage and major bleeding not
related to coronary artery bypass grafting, without a
significant increase in fatal bleeding with rivaroxaban.

For patients with acute coronary syndrome who have
been managed without intracoronary stenting (by medical
management, fibrinolytic therapy, or coronary artery
bypass graft surgery), and who also have another indication
for chronic anticoagulation (e.g. atrial fibrillation), it is usual
to use a single antiplatelet drug and an oral anticoagulant.
After one year, if the patient has had no further coronary
events, it is reasonable to stop the antiplatelet drug and
continue the oral anticoagulant. The strength of evidence
for this recommendation is low, but it is common practice.

Apixaban was studied in a standard dose (5 mg twice
daily) in combination with aspirin or dual antiplatelet
therapy. This trial was stopped early due to a
significant increase in the rate of major bleeding in the
apixaban group, compared to placebo. There was no
reduction of cardiac events with apixaban.10
The European Society of Cardiology guidelines in
2015 suggested that rivaroxaban 2.5 mg twice daily
might be considered in combination with aspirin and
clopidogrel for non-ST-elevation myocardial infarction
in patients who have high ischaemic risks but low
bleeding risks. Caution is needed in patients more
than 75 years of age or less than 60 kg bodyweight.11

There are no randomised trials comparing an oral
anticoagulant in combination with a single antiplatelet
drug to an oral anticoagulant and dual antiplatelet
therapy in patients without coronary stents. A brief
period of oral anticoagulants and dual antiplatelet therapy
for 1–3 months is reasonable in selected patients who are
at low risk of bleeding, but have a particularly high risk of
recurrent ischaemic events.

Anticoagulation after coronary
stent insertion
Nowadays patients with acute coronary syndromes
are often managed with a percutaneous coronary
intervention, predominantly by intracoronary stent
placement. Long-term antiplatelet therapy is required to
prevent stent thrombosis, but some patients may also
require anticoagulation (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Suggested approach for patients requiring chronic anticoagulation after intracoronary stenting
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triple therapy
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≤2 (females)
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Low bleeding risk
(HAS-BLED ≤2)

In the first 12 months, triple therapy for
1–6 months followed by dual therapy with an
oral anticoagulant plus aspirin or clopidogrel.
After 12 months, consider oral anticoagulant
alone if clinically stable

High bleeding risk
(HAS-BLED ≥3)

In the first 12 months, EITHER triple therapy for
1 month followed by dual therapy with an oral
anticoagulant plus aspirin or clopidogrel, OR dual
therapy with an oral anticoagulant plus aspirin
or clopidogrel. After 12 months, consider oral
anticoagulant alone if clinically stable
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There is no evidence for the use of apixaban in this setting.
CHA2DS2Vasc and HAS-BLED scores see reference 5
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Patients with a pre-existing indication
for anticoagulation
About 5–10% of the patients scheduled for coronary
artery stenting are already taking oral anticoagulants,
usually for atrial fibrillation.12 Until recently, the
suggested approach for these patients was to
take aspirin, clopidogrel and an oral anticoagulant
(triple therapy) for 1–6 months following the
insertion of a drug-eluting stent, then stop one
of the antiplatelet drugs. P2Y12 antagonists other
than clopidogrel (ticagrelor and prasugrel) are
not recommended for triple therapy due to higher
bleeding rates.
The WOEST study13 was the first trial comparing
dual versus triple therapy after insertion of coronary
stents. Patients who were receiving long-term
oral anticoagulants and undergoing percutaneous
intervention were randomised to warfarin plus
clopidogrel alone (dual therapy) or warfarin plus
clopidogrel and aspirin (triple therapy). The treatment
was for at least one month following bare-metal
stenting and for 12 months following drug-eluting
stenting. The primary outcome of bleeding was
significantly higher in the triple therapy group
(44.4% vs 19.4%). The combined secondary end point
of death (myocardial infarction, stroke, target-vessel
revascularisation, and stent thrombosis) was lower
with dual therapy (11.1% vs 17.6%).

••

triple therapy with warfarin plus a P2Y12 inhibitor
(clopidogrel or ticagrelor) and aspirin
(for 1–3 months)

••

dual therapy with dabigatran (110 mg or 150 mg
twice daily) plus a P2Y12 inhibitor (clopidogrel
or ticagrelor).

Both dabigatran groups had a significantly lower
incidence of major or clinically relevant non-major
bleeding. Dual therapy was non-inferior to triple
therapy with warfarin for thromboembolic events.
Recruitment is currently underway for the AUGUSTUS
trial comparing apixaban and warfarin in patients
with atrial fibrillation undergoing percutaneous
intervention. The primary outcome will be the rate of
major bleeding.
The trials appear to show that dual therapy (oral
anticoagulant plus one antiplatelet drug) is a
reasonable option after stent insertion for patients
with an indication for anticoagulation, particularly in
those patients with a high bleeding risk.

Patients without a pre-existing indication
for anticoagulation

••

low-dose rivaroxaban (15 mg daily) plus a P2Y12
inhibitor for 12 months

••

very-low-dose rivaroxaban (2.5 mg twice daily)
plus dual antiplatelet therapy

There have been a number of studies examining the
role of warfarin compared to antiplatelet drugs to
prevent stent thrombosis in patients without another
indication for oral anticoagulants. The largest of these
showed a higher rate of stent thrombosis in patients
receiving either aspirin alone or warfarin and aspirin
compared to dual antiplatelet therapy with aspirin
and ticlopidine.16 Based on this and on other trials
with concordant results, dual antiplatelet therapy is
recommended to prevent stent thrombosis following
stent placement in the absence of another indication
for oral anticoagulation. It should be noted that
these trials used early-generation stents that were
associated with a higher rate of stent thrombosis than
contemporary stents.

••

dose-adjusted warfarin plus dual antiplatelet
therapy.

Anticoagulation in stable coronary
artery disease

There is considerable interest in optimising strategies
following coronary stent placement using the
non-vitamin K oral anticoagulants, with studies of
rivaroxaban and dabigatran now available.
The PIONEER AF-PCI trial14 studied 2124 patients with
non-valvular atrial fibrillation who had undergone
percutaneous coronary intervention with stenting to
one of three antithrombotic regimens. Patients were
randomised in a 1:1:1 ratio to:

The primary outcome of clinically significant bleeding
occurred less commonly in the two groups receiving
rivaroxaban. There was no significant difference in
the incidence of ischaemic cardiovascular events in
the three groups, but the trial was underpowered
for this end point so firm conclusions about efficacy
cannot be drawn.10 Many clinicians are concerned
that low-dose rivaroxaban may not provide
sufficient protection against stroke in patients with
atrial fibrillation.
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The RE-DUAL trial15 involved 2725 patients with
atrial fibrillation who had undergone percutaneous
intervention. They were randomised to:
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Stable coronary artery disease includes patients
who are asymptomatic following an acute coronary
syndrome, patients with transient episodes of
angina or demonstrable ischaemia precipitated by
a reversible mismatch of myocardial supply and
demand, and asymptomatic patients with known
atherosclerotic disease confirmed by invasive or CT
coronary angiography. It is common practice to use
a single antiplatelet drug in these patients, but 5–10%
will have recurrent events each year.17
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The role of oral anticoagulants in secondary
prevention was recently explored in the COMPASS
trial.18 This trial randomly assigned 27 395 participants
with stable atherosclerotic vascular disease to
receive rivaroxaban (2.5 mg twice daily) plus aspirin,
rivaroxaban alone (5 mg twice daily), or aspirin alone.
The incidence of the primary outcome (composite
of cardiovascular death, stroke, or myocardial
infarction) was lower with rivaroxaban 2.5 mg plus
aspirin compared with aspirin alone (4.1% vs 5.4%,
hazard ratio (HR) 0.76, 95% confidence interval (CI)
0.66–0.86, P<0.001) but with more major bleeding
events (3.1% vs 1.9%, HR 1.70, 95% CI 1.4–2.05). While
it is not yet used in routine practice for patients with
stable coronary artery disease, oral anticoagulation
might have a role in selected patients with a high risk
of ischaemic events but a low bleeding risk.
The optimal long-term antithrombotic treatment of
patients with atrial fibrillation and stable coronary
artery disease is unresolved. It is common practice to
add antiplatelet therapy to anticoagulation. However,
a retrospective observational study reported that the
addition of an antiplatelet drug to warfarin therapy is

not associated with a reduction in the risk of recurrent
coronary events or thromboembolism. The risk of
bleeding was increased significantly when aspirin
(HR 1.5, 95% CI 1.23–1.82) or clopidogrel (HR 1.84,
95% CI 1.11–3.06) was added to warfarin.19
For patients with atrial fibrillation who need
anticoagulation and have either asymptomatic stable
coronary artery disease or a high risk of bleeding, it
would be reasonable to use oral anticoagulants alone.

Conclusion
Recent trials have explored the use of oral
anticoagulants in patients with coronary artery
disease. While there is an expanding role for oral
anticoagulants with or without antiplatelet drugs, the
bleeding risk is significant. Treatment must be tailored
to the patient after careful consideration of harm
versus benefit, and a clear plan conveyed to patients
and their entire health team.
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